
Commandant 2FTS

Command Perspective 
MISSION:  Inspire RAF Air Cadets through the provision of a safe and memorable gliding experience

Our task:  

• Inspire and instil confidence in RAF Air 

Cadets through gliding opportunities

• Deliver safe gliding experience up to 

solo standard at active VGS sites

• Deliver the funded glider recovery 

programme 

• Train and assure sufficient qualified 

VGS personnel to meet the growing 

task

• Grow 2FTS to full operating capability 

including the provision of AT gliding 

with the Robson Academy

• Manage risk effectively and operate 

within a open, honest and just Air 

Safety culture

How we will succeed:   

• 2FTS is a Whole Force team.  We must 

work together as one with absolute 

focus on our core task

• Identify and grasp opportunities to 

accelerate our growth safely

• Focus on enabling delivery of Air Cadet 

gliding experience

• Approach risk management as a means 

of enabling delivery not preventing it

• Take ownership of the challenges – don’t 

‘walk on by’ 

• Engender the confidence to report our 

errors openly and honestly, such that we, 

can learn, adapt, and manage risk 

effectively as a team

• Support and enable VGS to the 

maximum extent from 2FTS HQ

My commitment and my direction to 2FTS 

leadership:

• Provide clear communication of intent, 

linking to strategic context and our core 

task

• Maximise the potential of our people, 

encourage innovation and strive for 

continuous improvement

• Be visible and engaged in all areas 

• Empower you and your leaders through 

mission command

• Enable a healthy Air Safety Culture where 

personnel are confident to report genuine 

errors and potential hazards without fear 

of repercussion

• Instil pride in what we do and what we 

achieve; reward positive behaviours

2FTS has seen plenty of turmoil over recent years.  Re-growing 

capacity has been challenging and frustrating for all involved 

and the pace has limited our output.  My tenure as Comdt 2FTS 

will be short, nonetheless I am fully committed to providing clear 

and unambiguous leadership of 2FTS, driving forward growth 

where possible and safe to do so and maintaining a clear focus 

on our core task – providing gliding opportunities to our Air 

Cadets.
Group Captain

Euge Moriarty MA RAF

The 2FTS Mission is simple – inspiring RAF Air Cadets through gliding, including progression up to solo standard.  

Our collective focus should be on how we enable this mission, whatever our role within 2FTS.  


